
On Dropping 
115,000 Pounds 

EREWITH a cautionary tale and an explanation of events for those 
who took the unscheduled, unannounced, short, scary and sud- H den trip with the bridge at Guelph as it was dropped while 

covered with unsuspecting timber framers. We dropped it approxi- 
mately 7 in., while it shifted perhaps 14 in. sideways. An hour earlier, we 
had uneventfully lifted the 80-percent-complete structure in order to 
weigh it for the crane operators who would pick it up the next day. We 
had used a 50-ton hydraulic jack at each corner, all four linked together 
with a manifold. The pressure required to lift the entire bridge translated 
into the known weight (1 15,000 pounds at that stage of construction). 
The bridge was then supported only on the four jacks, although the 
cribbing it had just left was in safe proximity only half an inch below. 

We had previously been raising and lowering the bridge, a corner at a 
time, with a rather sorry collection of tired pump hydraulic jacks and 
screw jacks. Those four matched 50-ton monsters, complete with power 
pump and professional operator, sure looked like a time-saver for our 
proposed one-end-at-a-time lowering of the bridge onto rollers. The 
operator proved willing to hang around after the weighing job and lend 
us his 200-ton hand. Struck by our good fortune in having this whiz- 
bang setup at our disposal, we pressed ahead with mOre vigor and less 
concern. Our task now was to transfer the bridge from its blocking to 
the rollers it would ride on as it headed out over the river before finally 
being lifted into place by two cranes. 

To be safe, we brought all four jacks down to lift one end. We spent 
extra time tending to the blocking piles under the jacks, having been 
chastened earlier by Jan Lewandoski’s scathing review of a typical 
timber framer’s idea of a sturdy pile of wood blocks we had just pressed 
into service. We were going to lift the one end and leave the other 
solidly on its blocking. The bridge had to come down 7 in., more than 
the available travel in the jacks. Our plan was to lower it 4 in. onto 
blocking, reset the jacks, and then lower the bridge again, to the rollers. 
We intended to keep cribbing under the roller pads as the bridge was 
lowered, in such a way as to limit any potential fall to 2 in. or less. 

We had lifted the bridge an inch and just pulled out the 6-in. layer of 
blocking on both sides, with the +in. replacement at hand, when the 
bridge tipped off the jacks. I turned with a piece of 2-in. stock in my 
hand, only to find the gap for which I intended it headed away from me 
at an alarming rate. 

The four jacks had, in unison, tipped over on their cribbing piles. They 
had chosen the 20-second period during which we were vulnerable to the 
maximum drop to do their Big Tip. The bridge only stopped going 
sideways when it had fallen far enough to land on the sad remains of the 
cribbing it had just left. Blessedly, nobody was hurt and the bridge was 
both tough enough to weather the blow and resilient enough to return, 
with a little help, to correct alignment. Impressively, timber framers spent 
absolutely no time haranguing those at fault but instantly pitched in to get 
the project back on course-which, an hour later, it was. 

There are certainly some lessons to be learned. First, do not hurry. 
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All’s well that ends well. From lefi, Dave Gaker, Charles Landau and Ken Rower Ben 

Brungraber, founding members of the Bridge Droppers Club. Dis  club is 
smaller and more exclusive than the original Bridge Club, and intends to 
remain so. 

The more serious the consequences of a screwup, the more entitled and 
obligated you are to spend additional time discussing options, sce- 
narios, procedures and preventive steps. 

If you are picking something up and you find that you cannot stand 
the thought of dropping it, control the possibility. Set a tolerable amount 
that you would let it fall, and make sure that you have in place another, 
independent and solid pile of cribbing at that level. 

Avoid greed. We tried to lower the bridge by resetting the jacks only 
once. Had we been willing to go with more setups, the maximum drop 
would have been much less. 

Have a natural pessimist on the crew. If we had stopped to listen to 
bad vibes, I could have imagined that the bridge actually might fall off 
those fabulous jacks. 

Do not be lulled by having superior equipment and apparent exper- 
tise at your disposal. Those are just indications that you are in a serious 
job, where things can go seriously wrong. 

Think carefully before lifting anything with people on or under it. 
The preferred arrangement is to have everyone off and standing safely 
removed from the lifted item. Only those who must be close should be 
at any risk. (At one time, architects were expected to stand beneath the 
stone arches they designed as the temporary staging was removed, 
which saved a lot of litigation for errors and omissions.) In this case 
there were enough people on the upper part of the structure to have 
contributed to a load shift, yet another danger. 

Lifting things that have the ability to shift themselves or to catch a 
breeze adds risk. Something disturbed the horizontal equilibrium of the 
bridge when it was in the air. Either the cribbing was eccentrically 
supporting the jacks or the load shifted. Wide, firmly attached pads on 
the bottoms of the jacks would have eliminated the tipping possibilities. 

-BEN BRLJNGRABER 

On Lifting 40,000 Pounds Twice 
ORCED by circumstance to setting the Speed River Covered Bridge used 8-in. triple-sheave blocks that had been sitting for 50 years on a 
in place with cranes, the Bridge Club was determined to lift the shelf in Bayonne, New Jersey. A Manhattan wholesaler supplied a third F Town Lattice trusses without them. The problem presented itself of a mile of 1-in. manila rope, and a half-dozen of the Guild’s expert 

as a question of space. We planned to tilt the trusses up, so the good riggers spent many happy hours cleaning, oiling, whipping, stretching, 
news was we would never have to pick more than half the load. The bad splicing and reeving. 
news was they weighed 40,000 pounds apiece. How many framers can The six derricks would have to raise 3,333 pounds each. Lift geom- 
you line up along 144 ft.? How much can each of them lift? It didn’t etry indicated a load on the tackle of 3,931 pounds which, factoring in a 
take a rocket scientist to do the arithmetic. Pike poles could mechanical advantage of 6:l less the friction on the sheaves, 
help, but not with the initial lift, and besides the safety worked out to a pull of 887 pounds on the live end of the 
factor was terrible. rope, an easy job for two dozen people. The weight 

We clearly needed to pull as well as push, so the borne by each derrick would drop 125 pounds for 
bridge engineering department was commissioned 
to design lifting engines for the lattice trusses. The The 40-ft. utility poles were sunk 10 ft. in the 
challenge was to do it within budget (there wasn’t ground. In addition to X-bracing and top tie, each 
one). But we could have the loan of some derrick was fitted at grade with timber shoes to 
used phone poles from Guelph Utility Pole, distribute ground pressure (one end of the 
and United Electric offered to give us a bridge was assembled over a landfill). As a 
hand with rigging and digging. The 3- further precaution on the first lift we an- 

chored the derricks to the other truss, 
switching the guys to pole anchors on 

the other side for the second pick. 

in. stock destined for X-bracing the 
bridge could temporarily do the 
same job for the derricks, bolted 
together with threaded-rod While the derricks were designed 
cutoffs from the ramps. We with sufficient capacity to pick 
would be out of pocket the entire load, in the event it 
only for the rigging ’ 

was shared by pullers, lifters, 
which could be resold. and pikemen, and proved 

A few phone calls by all accounts a smooth, 
turned up a dozen un- safe and easy raising. -E.L. 

every foot of altitude gained. 
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